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A joint scientific session of the Division of General
Physics and Astronomy and the Division of Nuclear
Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences was held on
November 26 and 27, 1980 at the P. N. Lebedev Physics
Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. The follow-
ing papers were delivered:

November 26

1. M. D. Kislik, Yu. F. Kolyuka, V. A. Kotel'nikov,
G. M. Petrov.and V. F. Tikhonov, A Unified Relativis-
tic Theory of the Motion of the Inner Planets of the
Solar System. Relativistic Effects in Determination of
the Orbits of the Planets from Radar Observations.

2. Yu. N. Pariiskii, Preliminary Results of an Ex-
treme-Depth Sky Survey at 7.6 cm.

3. I. D. Karachentsev, Motion of Binary Galaxies
from BTA Data.

27 November

4. G. A. Smolenskii, V. V. Lemanov, A. B. Sherman,
A. A. Dobrovol'skii, Yu. M. Gal'perin, and V. P.
Kozub, Acoustoelectronic Interaction in a Piezoelectric-
Secondary Electron System.

5. A. A. Kaplyanskii, Optical Studies of High-frequen-
cy (1012 Hz) Acoustic Phonons in Crystals.

We publish below brief contents of four of these papers.

M. D. Kislik, Yu. F. Kolyuka, V. A. Kotel'nikov,
G. M. Petrov, and V. F. Tikhonov. A Unified Relativis-
tic Theory of the Motion of the Inner Planets of the
Solar System. Relativistic Effects in Determination of
the Orbits of the Planets from Radar Observations.
Radar observations of Mercury, Venus, and Mars made
in the Soviet Union in 1980 with an improved planetary
radar1 have provided important supplements to the re-
sults of earlier observations, especially in the cases of
Mercury and Mars. A realistic basis has been created
for a unified theory of the motion of the inner planets,
i.e., for simultaneous determination of the orbital ele-
ments of Mercury, Venus, and Earth, and Mars from
the entire aggregate of available observations. A pro-

cedure for the derivation of such a theory has been elab-
orated for this purpose and programmed for computer

use. The principal distinctive features of this procedure
as compared to that used in Refs. 2 and 3 reduce to the
following. The Schwartzschilt terms governed by the
sun were included in the right-hand sides of the differ-
ential equations of motion of the inner planets and in the
calculated values of the return-signal delay time. Co-
ordinated time, which is linearly related to the natural
time of a terrestrial observer (atomic time) was used
as an independent variable. Neptune was added to the
list of attracting bodies. The equations of motion of
the major planets and the Moon were integrated jointly.

This procedure was used to derive a unified relativis-
tic theory of the motion of the inner planets. A total
of 3768 radar measurements of reflected-signal delay
time and 7193 optical (angle) measurements distributed
over the interval from 1960 to 1980 were processed. The
astronomical unit, the equatorial radius of Mars, and
the radii of Mercury and Venus (for a total of 28 un-
knowns) were determined in addition to the elements of
the planetary orbits. The results were reported in Ref.
4. Analysis of the nature and magnitude of the derivations
of the measured distances and angles from their theo-
retical values in accordance with the derived theory
showed that these deviations were distributed nearly
normally over the 20-year measurement interval, with
practically zero mean value. The. standard deviations
of the distances vary from 0.9 to 9 km, depending on the
time of the observations and the target planet; the stan-
dard deviations of the angles are 0".6 - 1".2. The agree-
ment between the measured and calculated distances
deteriorated noticeably when the same data were pro-
cessed without allowance for the relativistic perturba-
tions. Systematic deviations ranging up to 390 km for
Mercury, 8 km for Venus, and 12 km for Mars ap-
peared on certain segments of the twenty-year interval.
It is therefore in advisable to use Newtonian mechanics
in solving this problem.1'

The good agreement obtained between observational
and calculated data in deriving a unified relativistic

1 'However, this does not preclude its use in the derivation of
limited-time-scale theories of the motion of Venus, the
Earth, and Mars (as was shown, for example, in Refs. 2
and 3).
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theory of the motion of the inner planets can be regarded
as an experimental verification of the general theory of
relativity by astonomical methods. Radar observations
of Venus were also used as a basis for experimental
verification of the relativistic effect that arises in de-
termining the orbit of the Earth and the target planet
from the measured distances when a Newtonian model is
used. This effect consists of a synchronous retardation
of the predicted motion of the Earth and the planet
around the sun. Its existence and approximate magni-
tude were predicted by analytic modeling of the orbit-
determining processes. For circular coplanar motion,
and on the assumption that equally accurate distance
measurements are concentrated in the neighborhoods of
two inferior conjunctions (oppositions) of the planet, the
secular variation in longitude over 100 years, AMj100',
which is the same for the Earth and the target planet,
is given by5

6nptV' In k

k(k + *'/'+1)2

(2*2 2 + 2) •100,

(1)

where k = ai/a2, a^ and <% are the radii of the orbits of
the Earth and the planet, respectively, and n =1.477 km
is the sun's gravitational radius. Relation (1) is rep-
resented graphically in the figure. For the Earth-
Venus pair, Att£loo) = -2".31.

To predict the secular variations that correspond to
the aggregate of all real radar observations of Venus
distributed over the interval from 1962 to 1980 with
allowance for their error characteristics, the orbit-
determining process was modeled numerically. The
variations Att£lco) for the Earth and Venus were -2".13,
and -2".10, respectively, i.e., they came quite close
to the results of the analytic modeling. To obtain ex-

FIG. 1. Secular drift in longitude versus distance of target
planet from the sun (in astronomical units).

perimental verification of the relativistic effect, the
orbits of the Earth and Venus were determined twice
from actual data—using the Newtonian and relativistic
models. The secular variations Aw<100' for each of the
planets were determined from the difference between
the sidereal periods obtained for the Newtonian and
relativistic models. They were found equal to -2". 10
for the Earth and -2".07 for Venus. Thus, the relativ-
istic-effect magnitude predicted theoretically by
numerical modeling was confirmed accurate to 1.5% for
both the Earth and Venus.
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Yu. N. Pariiskii. Preliminary Results of an Extreme -
Depth Sky Survey at 7.6 cm. The RATAN-600 radio
telescope and a new 7.6-cm radiometer cooled by a
closed-cycle helium machine have been used in an ex-
tremely deep survey of a narrow strip of the sky at
declination 61950 = 4°53', 0<a<24 h . Several hundred
radio sources of nature as yet unknown were recorded
during twenty-four hours. Averaging of the data over a
one-month cycle of observations brought out thousands
of new objects. The curve of the number of sources
plotted against flux density (log N-log S), which was
constructed for the first time for flux ranges 0.86^
-IS^J,,, showedan unusual "depression" with the approach
to the level/mjj, (slope smaller than 0.3). The cause of
the sharp decrease in the surface density of the weak
radio sources remains unknown, although a simple
approach to the "particle horizon" in Friedmann models
of the Universe is sufficient to explain the behavior of
the logAT-logS curve. In addition to the USSR Academy
of Sciences, organizations of the Ministry of the Elec-
tronics Industry and the Ministry of Chemical Machin-
ery took part in the experiment.

G. A. Smolensk!!, V. V. Lemanov, A. B. Sherman,
A. A. Dobrovol'skii, Yu. M. Gal'perln, and V. P. Kozub.
Acoustoelectronic Interaction in a Piezoelectric -
Secondary Electron System. Experimental and theoreti-
cal research on the interaction of surfaced acoustic
waves (SAWs) in ferroelectrics and piezoelectrics with
secondary electrons produced above their surfaces is
being pursued at the USSR Academy of Sciences Physico-
Technical Institute. This is work in the field of acousto-
electronics— the division of solid-state physics con-
cerned with study of the piezoelectric interaction of
acoustic waves with free carriers. The acoustoelectron-
ic interaction was at first studied for acoustic waves
propagating in the volume of a piezosemiconductor, but
later the research was extended to the case of SAWs,
where extensive implementation of a proposal of Yu. V.
Gulyaev and V. I. Pustovoit concerning the use of
layered piezoelectric-semiconductor structures sig-
nificantly broadened the usefulness of acoustoelectronics
both in physical research and from an engineering-
applications viewpoint. Study of the interaction of SAWs
in a piezoelectric with secondary electrons produced in
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